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Ok that's how we do it! What 
 
can this save y ou? Average 25%++

Why should you use a TPC boiler mechanical room control?

We Invented a revolutionary, Patented, Boiler Plant Control! How do we do it? 

We look deeper!  We don't just measure temperature of your heating system we measure the energy 
that system is using in real time.  This means we know more about to operate your plant efficiently 
than all other boiler controls, because we have more information.

We choose wisely! We use that energy information to decide which and how many boilers to operate 
to keep your system as efficient as possible, while reducing wear and tear on your equipment.  Both of 
these benefits are due to the fact that when you select the proper equipment for operation, you 
eliminate many on/off cycles on your boilers.

We act Intelligently!  We also use that energy information to modulate the output (how much fire) 
of your boiler.  This also adds to our ability to conserve energy.  The energy modulation helps us keep 
the boiler output at lower rates than temperature modulation can.  When boilers operate at lower 
outputs, they are more efficient.

We do more!  We don't just operate the boilers, we also operate the primary and secondary pumps.  
This allows TPC to control flow rates across the entire boiler plant.  Controlling the flow properly 
adds to the efficiency of the boilers, and the longevity of the useful life of your equipment.

We go further!  We also log all this energy information to help you make better decisions about the 
needs of your future boiler plant.  Using this data can help predict the changes you might want to 
make now to see an even greater energy reduction.  It also has the benefit of assisting in the selection 
of the proper size boiler you might finding yourself needing in the future.  



TPC HYDRONIC CONTROL™ INFO SHEET 

TPC’s award-winning Flow IntelligenceTM is an intelligent energy modulation of hydronic boilers to supply the 

calculated energy for heating the building.  As a result, the number of on/off cycles a hydronic boiler experiences with 

Flow IntelligenceTM is minuscule relative to the prior 

on/off cycling temperature modulation control as shown below from actual data taken from seven (7) boilers installed 

within school districts and office building having temperature modulation control systems replaced by a TPC 

Hydronic Control™ system.  As shown below, prior boiler control resulted in an average of over 15,000 on/off cycles 

annually per boiler while Flow IntelligenceTM resulted in an average of less than 1,000 on/off cycles 

annually per boiler. 

Additionally, the Flow IntelligenceTM control of the hydronic boilers provide for a combustion efficient 

operation of the hydronic boilers within an efficient low firing rate as compared to a combustion inefficient operation 

of the hydronic boilers within the inefficient high firing rate of the boilers provided by temperature modulation.  

Clearly, TPC Hydronic Control™ systems drastically reduce gas bills of boilers and increases life cycles of 

boiler components.  Typically, gas bill reductions experienced by TPC for comfort heating of school districts and 

office buildings include 10%-15% for on/off boilers, 10%-20% for fully modulating non-condensing boilers and 

10%-30% for fulling modulating condensing boilers. 
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